
10:762:316 Physical Design and Site Planning 

 
Spring Semester 2013 
Tuesdays: 6:40pm -9:30pm 
Lucy Stone Hall: Room B116 
Instructor: Zenon Tech-Czarny 
Email: ztech@rci.rutgers.edu 
 
"We are not going to be able to operate our spaceship earth successfully nor much longer unless we see it as a 
whole spaceship and our fate as common. It has to be everybody or nobody" Buckminster Fuller 
 
There is no doubt about it, we are living in very troubling times. The planet is being destroyed at an alarming 
rate through the extraction of natural resources and pollution of our air, water and soil. Ecosystems are being 
devastated, biodiversity is plummeting and climate change is out of control. Moreover, the global economy is 
extremely volatile, there is growing social unrest and the future seems completely unpredictable. Yet, never has 
there been a more exciting time to be alive! We have never been more capable than we are today. Technology 
has allowed us to feed, house and aid billions of people, exchange resources and communicate like never 
before. Now more than ever can we address large-scale problems and create a brighter tomorrow. 
 
The physical design and “Site Planning” of the built environment (or the lack thereof) has been, and continues to 
be a leading cause of some of the biggest problems we face today, but it can also be the solution. Through 
robust sustainable site planning we can create a built environment that is more efficient and livable; conserves 
and uses renewable energy, better manages water, produces healthy food, promotes physical activity and 
wellbeing, minimizes, reuses, recycles waste, and is integrated through revitalized forms of transportation. It is 
not only possible to fix the built environment, but imperative that we do so in an effort to increase social equity, 
health, democracy and prosperity. It won’t be an easy task, but with the proper tools and understanding, you 
will be able to develop and communicate ideas to shape public opinion, take action and create a better world.  
 

Course Overview and Learning Objectives 

 

This course is an introduction to the fundamentals of Physical Design and Site Planning. It is structured as a 
studio seminar that will include lectures, discussions, demonstrations, in-class exercises, group work, graphic 
assignments and presentations. We will begin the course by examining the major issues facing us today, how 
they came to be and what site planning can do to address them; followed with a review of the basic tools and 
principles of graphic communication for physical design and an introduction to “scale”. Then we will continue 
with the planning and design process as articulated in Site Analysis: A Contextual Approach to Sustainable Land 
Planning and Site Design and Visions for a New American Dream. Ultimately, this course will provide you with a 
better understanding of physical design as well as the tools, language and skills necessary to make an impact 
through Site Planning. 
 

About the Instructor 
 

Zenon Tech-Czarny is a Planner and Urban Designer focused on creating a radically more sustainable and 
resilient planet. He has conducted demographic research, developed a multitude of tactical urban 
environmental interventions, and contributed to a variety of projects both domestically and internationally. 
Currently he runs a small urban research and design practice. Tech-Czarny holds a Bachelor of Science in 
Environmental Planning and Design from the School of Environmental and Biological Sciences - Rutgers 
University and a Master of Urban Planning in Urban Design from the City College of New York. 

 
 



Project 

 

All students will participate in a team-based project that will build on itself incrementally by way of activities and 
deliverables assigned throughout the semester. The project is to create a site plan for a sustainable resilient 
small community using the site planning process. The type of small community will depend on your team’s 
interest, but you must choose from one of the communities discussed in the Visions book:  a hamlet, a suburban 
village, or an urban neighborhood. Further details will be discussed in class. The culmination of your 
collaborative assignments will ultimately be a presentation reviewed by a jury. All students are expected to 
make fair and equal contributions to the project; you will be evaluated accordingly, both on your individual 
contribution as well as the final project as a whole. 
 

Reading Materials 
 

Site Analysis: A Contextual Approach to Sustainable Land Planning and Site Design by James A. LaGro Jr. (John 
Wiley & Sons, 2008) 
 
Visions for a New American Dream: Process, Principles, and an Ordinance to Plan and Design Small Communities 
by Anton C. Nelessen. (American Planning Association, 2nd Edition, 1994) 
 

Tools Required 
 

Pencils, pens, markers, sketchpad, trace paper, tape/dots, engineering scale, digital camera, access to computer 
with Microsoft Office, ArcGIS, AutoCAD, Sketch Up, Adobe Creative Suite and access to a plotter 
 

Grades 
 

Your grade for this course will be based on the following breakdown: 
 
Class attendance and participation: 20%* 
Assignments and Critiques: 20%** 
Midterm Presentation and Report: 20% 
Final Presentation and Report or Final Exam: 40% 
  
*Half a grade will be deducted from you final grade for each class missed without permission of professor 
 
**All assignments are due a week after being assigned. It is absolutely imperative that assignments be handed in 
on time. No excuses unless approved by Professor at the time of assignment. All late assignments will be graded 
as normal and then reduced 50% after the first week, 75% the second week and 100% after the third week.  
 
 

Academic Integrity 

 

Rutgers Policy - http://academicintegrity.rutgers.edu/integrity.shtml 
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Course Schedule 

 

(Subject to change based on class discussion, reviews, time overruns, etc.) 

 
Week One (01/22/13) - Introduction 
Lecture: Introduction to the subject, course, instructor, project and first assignment 
Exercise: Review student backgrounds and related experience 
Assignment: Write one page about: who you are, where you’re from and a place that is special to you, as well as 
what type of community you would like to work on. Email to me day before class. 
Readings: In Site Analysis (LaGro): Chapter One: Shaping the Built Environment  
In Visions (Nelessen): Preface, Chapter One: Process, Chapter Two: Definitions and Program Characteristics; 
Chapter Three: Biography of the Past, Chapter Four: Analyzing the Past to Better Design the Future  
 
Week Two (01/29/13) - Biography of the Past and Introduction to Planning Today 
Review: Groups, Readings 
Lecture: How did we get here and what are we doing? A conversation about history of urban growth and 
Planning Movements (Garden Cities, City Beautiful, etc.); Planning Movements today (e.g., Smart Growth, New 
Urbanism, Landscape Urbanism, Ecological Urbanism) 
Assignment: As a group establish a project objective, requirements and spatial extent of search. Each member 
selects one potential site. 
Readings: In Visions (Nelessen): Chapter Six: Potential for Positive Development and Redevelopment  
In Site Analysis (LaGro): Chapter Two: Visualization of Spatial Information; Chapter Three: Site Selection 
 
Week Three (02/05/13) – Visualizing Spatial Information and Site Selection 
Lecture: Overview Graphic Representation in Site Planning; Introduction to Software 
Demonstration: Introduction to Mapping with ArcGIS, and Adobe Creative Suite 
Discussion: Site Selection and Potential for Positive Development and Redevelopment 
Desk Review: Review potential locations 
Exercise: Familiarize yourself with the tools, Select a site with your group 
Readings: In Site Analysis (LaGro): Chapter Four: Programming  
Assignment: As a group select a site, take pictures and sketch your site; observe it, understand it!; establish a 
preliminary program. Scale an acre and draw or print it out  
 
Week Four (02/12/13) – Programming 
Review: Sites, programs and acres 
Discussion: Programming 
Demonstration: Creating context maps and diagrams 
Exercise and Assignment: Find data and resources, Create context maps and diagrams 

Reading: In Site Analysis (LaGro): Chapter Five: Physical Attributes  
 
Week Five (02/19/13) - Introduction to Site Inventory and Analysis 
Discussion: Introduction to Site Inventory Analysis and Physical Attributes 
Desk Review: Sites, Context maps, and diagrams 
Demonstration: Choosing a scale and framing your basemap, Creating physical attributes layers in your 
basemap and analyzing them 
Exercise and Assignment: Create base map of physical attributes and diagrams of analysis 
Reading: In Site Analysis (LaGro): Chapter Six: Biological Attribute; Chapter Seven: Cultural Attribute 
 
Week Six (02/26/13) – Biological and Cultural Attributes  
Discussion: Biological and Cultural Attribute 
Desk Review: Physical Attributes and diagrams 



Demonstration: Creating biological and cultural layers for basemap, Doing urban research (Census, HUD), 
Surveying 
Exercise and Assignment: Create biological layers for your basemap and diagrams 
Readings: In Site Analysis (LaGro): Chapter Eight: Integration and Synthesis 
 
Week Seven (03/05/13) - Integration & Synthesis and Visioning 
Discussion: How to combine layers and make correlations 
Lecture: Introduction to Visioning (Interviews, VPS, Workshops, Charettes, Interventions - Tactical Urbanism, 
Open Houses, Websites) 
Desk Review: Biological and Cultural layers in basemap 
Demonstration: Overlaying layers 
Exercise and Assignment: Finish you base map layers and diagrams; Create a presentation for Visioning Exercise 
Reading: In Visions (Nelessen): Chapter Five: Creating a Common Vision 
 
Week Eight (03/12/13) - Presentations of Research & Analysis and Visioning Exercise 
Review: Presentations 
Exercise: Conduct mock visioning workshop with roll play 
Assignment: Create a Research and Analysis Report (Email in by the 20th) 
Readings: In Site Analysis (LaGro):  Chapter Nine: Conceptual Design 
In Visions (Nelessen): Chapter Seven: Designing a Small Community using the Ten Design Principles 
 
Spring Break (03/19/13) - No Class  
 
Week Nine (03/26/13) - Conceptual Design 
Discussion: Ten Design Principles and Conceptual Design 
Exercise: Sketching and Hands-on Model Exercise 
Assignment: Create a conceptual 2D Site Plan and Diagrams 
Readings: In Site Analysis (LaGro):  Chapter Ten: Design Development 
 
Week Ten (04/02/14) - Designing a Site Plan 
Discussion: Design Development 
Desk Review: Conceptual drawings 
Demonstration: Creating a Site Plan 
Assignment: Continue 2D Site Plan and Diagrams, Begin sections and elevations 
Readings: In Site Analysis (LaGro):  Chapter Eleven: Project Implementation 
 
Week Eleven (04/9/13) - 3D Representations  
Discussion: Project Implementation 
Desk Review: 2D Site Plan 
Demonstration: Creating section and elevation drawings 
Assignment: Finish 2D Site Plan and Diagrams, Create sections and elevations drawings  
 
Week Twelve (04/16/13) - 3D Representations (Continued)  
Demonstration: How to 3D model with Sketchup, Photoshop 
Desk Review: 2D Site Plan and Diagrams; Sections and elevations 
Assignment: Create 3D model and renderings 
Readings: In Visions (Nelessen): Chapter Eight: Writing and Illustrating Code and Ordinances 
 
Week Thirteen (04/23/13) - Writing a code and Presenting a plan 
Discussion: Codes, Ordinances and Presenting 



Desk Review: 3D model and renderings 
Demonstration: Writing a codes and ordinances, Creating a final presentation 
Assignment: Finish all drawings and create a code, framework, timeline, prepare for final presentation 
Reading: In Visions (Nelessen): Chapter Nine: The Approval Process and Submission documents; Chapter Eleven: 
Project Implementation; Chapter Ten: An Optimistic Future 
 
Week Fourteen (04/30/13) – Pre-Final Review 
Review of Final Presentations and Reports 
 
Final (05/07/13) - Final Review or Final Exam 
Presentations and final Crit or Exam (Based on performance of class assignments) 
Jury: TBA 
 


